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Half Price carpet & upholstery cleaning
• Single room 12’ x 12’
• Lounge 12’ x 18’
• Hall, Stairs and Landing
• 3 Piece Suite (from)
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“The shop is filled
with things I love” Claire
asserted.
One range that is
Claire Foster
proving to be very popular
is local artist Kate Thornton’s collage
greetings cards, incorporating local maps
and vintage imagery. Beautiful brooches,
badges, vintage buttons and magnets are
all affordable and make lovely gifts. Also
found amongst quirky design led products
is work by one of Claire’s favourite local
artists Clare Caulfield which have been
attracting a lot of attention. Caulfield has
a distinct style that captures iconic places
with illustrative charm, Haworth is on the
agenda. Another favourite item is a glass
timer made from an old bobbin, available in
different sizes and reasonably priced.
The Imaginarium adds a certain hand
crafted quality gift, art, and stationery
destination to Haworth’s Main Street. It
sits well with the vintage feel of the place.

When Claire Foster envisaged owning
her own shop one day, she had imagined a
heritage frontage and a wonderful space
to fill with beautiful things.
As a buyer and Manager at the 1853
Gallery, Salts Mill in Saltaire for over 13
years, Claire was used to surrounding
herself with art, books, and fine stationery.
So when the opportunity to occupy
74 Main Street in Haworth came up, it
seemed like a ‘sunlight on closed lids’
moment, (coincidently the name of one of
Claire’s suppliers;) the feeling was right,
and The Imaginarium Gallery was formed.
Before opening in June, Claire’s partner,
Barry, had painted the shop both inside
and out and restored its heritage charm.
Claire has been able to utilise her talent
for choosing unique and fine things to fill
the shop: Stationery, notebooks, rubber
stamps, magnets, and gift tags, from
specialist stockists like Cavallini Press,
miniature driftwood sculptures by Sarah
Jane Brown, Selbourne pottery by Robert
Goldsmith, Recycled Derwent Pencil
Jewellery by Zinc White (Huddersfield).

The Imaginarium Gallery 74 Main Street
Haworth, BD22 8DP 01535 647446
www.theimaginariumgallery.co.uk
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Domestic & Commercial work
Trained professional, fully insured, local operator
Phone lines open till 9pm

An ever changing circle!

Horsehair raku pots by local artist Rachel Lee.
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Say you saw it in the Worth Valley Mag!
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